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Dear Partners,  

 

High interest rates, of course can compensate (fixed-income) purchasers for the 
inflation risk they face... And indeed, rates in the early 1980s did that job nicely. 
Current rates, however, do not come close to offsetting the purchasing-power risk 
that investors assume. Right now bonds should come with a warning label. 

Warren Buffett 
 2011 Shareholder Letter 

Berkshire Hathaway 
   

 

We have sown the seeds of a lot of inflation for the future. Now, whether we can 
unsow those seeds and dig them up again, that’s not so easy to do... I definitely 
don’t like paper money. I like physical assets… I would buy something that’s 
productive [a great business]… rather than own some asset that just looks at me 
[i.e., A gold bar]. 

Warren Buffett 
CNBC Interview 
February 27, 2012 
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Quality U.S. dividend stocks have been a long-term source of investor frustration as these 

investments have endured more than a decade of valuation compression. A simple but vivid 

example of this price-earnings multiple compression has been the shares of Coca-Cola, the 

ultimate blue chip stock. 

 

In July 1988, Coke shares hit an all time high of $87.94 (48 x earnings-p/e ratio). Today, 

almost fourteen years later, Coke trades at an uninspiring $69 dollars (18 x earnings). During 

this period, despite the constant growth in both the U.S. economy and Coke sales/profits, 

investors’ valuation of Coke’s business actually shrank! 

 

At the end of the day, there was nothing fundamentally wrong with the business of Coca-

Cola. The company’s dividend has increased every year since 1998. Corporate earnings also 

rose every year except for two. In 2009, at the bottom of the great bear market, one could 

have purchased Coke shares for $37.50, or 12.5 x earnings. 

 

The Coke example clearly shows that investing is not as simple as purchasing a quality blue 

chip stock at any price. Price paid does matter! 

 

Interestingly, in 1999 there was a high profile “canary” warning investors about the inflated 

valuation of the major blue chip stock indexes. That “canary” was none other than Warren 

Buffett. In a highly unusual move, Buffett spoke out in two separate Fortune Magazine 

articles (November 1999 and December 2001) about the unsustainable level of U.S. stock 

prices. The gist of both articles was that the stock market’s recent historical returns (1981 to 

1999) were due to fall dramatically over the next 17 years (2016). Simply stated, the 
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favorable fundamental trends (falling interest rates and outsized corporate profits) had 

largely run their course.  

 

Moreover, Buffett also stated that going forward, stock-market returns were likely to fall 

dramatically based on simple valuations. To measure the markets “over” or “under” 

valuation he used a simple tool - the market value of all publicly traded securities as a 

percentage of GNP. In 1999 it was at unprecedented levels. According to Buffett, “if the 

percentage relationship falls to the 70% or 80% area, buying stocks is likely to work very 

well for you. If the ratio approaches 200% - as it did in 1999 and a part of 2000 – you are 

playing with fire.” 

 

In hindsight, Buffett in 1999 made a very astute and public forecast regarding the long-term 

future returns for equities. The facts show that, over the past decade, the major American 

market indexes have basically gone nowhere. Coca-Cola, Microsoft, Walmart, GE, Bank of 

America and Cisco, are just a few blue chip examples of this lost decade for American 

equities. 

 

Many bold calls from Buffett (while early) eventually paid off over the long-term. 

Specifically, I am including his 1979 cry that stocks were a “screaming buy” or his October 

2008 NY Times Op-Ed piece entitled “I’m buying despite the financial panic.”  

 

Buffett is very astute at foreseeing longer-term future trends and investment 

traps/opportunities. Thus he states: “I was no good then at forecasting the near-term 

movements of stock prices, and I’m no good now (in 1999). I never have the faintest idea 
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what the stock market is going to do in the next six months, or the next year, or the next two. 

But I think it is very easy to see what is likely to happen over the long-term.” 

 

All this to say, today Buffett is making another bold and very public long-term prediction 

(advance warning). Ignore Buffett’s guidance on “inflation” and “bonds” (long-term fixed 

income securities) at your own peril! (Please read Buffett’s first page quotes again.) 

 

So how can investors protect themselves against future inflation? – Through investments in 

productive assets, whether 1) superior businesses (stocks), 2) farms, or 3) real estate. Simply 

stated, “whether the currency a century from now is based on gold, seashells, shark teeth, or 

a piece of paper (as today), people will be willing to exchange a couple of minutes of their 

daily labor for a sip of Coca-Cola [or a Nestle’s Kit Kat bar].” 

 

Remember, at the end of the day, “governments determine the ultimate value of money, and 

systemic forces will sometimes cause them to gravitate to policies that produce inflation. 

From time to time such policies spin out of control.”  

 

Inflation is akin to that famous medical term “the silent killer”. In today’s protracted and 

artificially induced low interest rate environment, many investors have been letting their 

guard down and loading up on assets that are dependent on low interest rates (e.g., bonds, 

utilities, preferreds, reits). Investing is not as simple as just saying, “I don’t want any risk – 

buy me a GIC.” 
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The key to investing is not assessing how much an industry is going to affect society or 
how much it will grow, but rather determining the competitive advantage of any given 
company and above all, the durability of that advantage.  The products or services that 
have wide, sustainable moats around them (and purchased at reasonable valuations) are 
the ones that deliver rewards to investors. 
 

Warren Buffett  
Fortune Magazine 
 November 22, 1999 

 
2011 Performance:     -(1.39) %                           

 

January 1, 1997                 -    $ 1,000.00   (Inception NAVPS) 
December 31, 2011           -    $ 2,382.25   (NAVPS) 
December 31, 2011           -         $ 79.65   (Distribution per unit) 
December 31, 2011           -    $ 2,305.18   (NAVPS after distributions) 

     
The fund ended the year with a net asset value of $ 2,305.18 per unit after a distribution of  

$ 79.65 per unit. Your distribution was automatically reinvested in additional fund units (see 

your personal V/C fund year-end statement). 

 

The TSX Index closed the year down minus 8.7%. At its worst, in early October, the Index 

was down over 20% from its April highs. Historically, our strong point has been avoiding 

negative returns over a given calendar year. Unfortunately, this was not to be the case in 

2011 despite a 20% cash buffer.  

 

Over the last 23 calendar years your fund has produced negative returns in only three years. 

It is always our goal to minimize capital loss. On the other hand, volatile stock prices are 

seen as opportunities. As long as the underlying business franchise of a company has not 
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been permanently damaged, (e.g., Kodak, Yellow Pages, newsprint companies) market 

volatility is our friend.  

 

2011 was unsettling to most investors as a result of the huge daily swings in the major stock 

indexes. Those who think they are smart enough to “time” the markets and run into cash at 

the slightest provocation of negative news, are only deluding themselves. This was proven in 

2011. Once the markets bottomed in early October, stocks powered ahead despite the glut of 

panicked European debt headlines and thick negative investor sentiment. In the first two 

months of 2012 alone, your fund recouped all the losses of 2011 and moved into positive 

territory.  

 

TD Bank remains the Fund’s single largest investment (8.4%). TD and National are the only 

large Canadian banks where the share price has surpassed the pre financial crisis high. It has 

been a core holding since the early 1990s. Our original cost was slightly above $16.00 (TD 

split corp.)  

 

TD’s motto is not to be the best bank, but to always be a “better bank”. The culture is of 

continual improvement. When TD Bank purchased Canada Trust in 1999 it morphed into a 

reverse cultural takeover. In effect, the larger institution-TD Bank-took on the retail 

customer service culture of the smaller Canada Trust. Over the past year I have gained a 

much better understanding of the Bank’s culture through a friendship with a branch 

employee possessing 25 years experience at TD. 

 

TD employees are measured daily and held accountable for every aspect of their job. There 

is no room for slackers at the branch level. Employees are constantly measured through 
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customer satisfaction and a sales matrix. There is an unspoken culture of “produce or you’re 

out”.  

 

The contrasts between TD and Royal are very clear. TD emphasizes lower risk retail banking 

expansion (e.g., USA) and has little global (higher perceived risk) capital markets 

aspirations. We feel very comfortable owning the TD Bank culture as a core long-term 

position. 

 

Now it’s time to come clean with a 2011 “investment blooper”. We would love to tell you 

that we only pick winners; unfortunately that’s not always the case. Transat, the charter 

airline and holiday package tour company, has been a painful lesson for your manager. High 

fuel prices (airlines) and low barriers to entry (package holiday tours) have not created a 

business model with a “Buffet Moat”. Increased capacity in the holiday package tour 

business has also helped to erode Transat’s profitability, and in turn, its stock price.  

 

This is a stock that is “bought to be sold”. Truthfully, I had ample opportunity to sell at a 

profit but failed to do so. Eventually, when all the stars align (falling fuel prices and 

competitor’s bankruptcy), investors will make money from this stock. In its favor, the 

company has low debt levels and the ability to generate significant free cash flow in good 

times. As they say, timing is everything in life.  

 

Finally, we added significantly to our existing position in Berkshire Hathaway. Our purchase 

price, slightly above book value, was at a level where Buffett indicated he would buy back 

Berkshire shares. Berkshire, in our opinion, is a “smart money” play on the S&P 500 Index. 

The stock represents a cross section of American industry. The major difference being that 
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Buffett usually limits his purchases to “superior” businesses with strong free cash flow and 

shareholder friendly management. Conversely, the S&P 500 Index is a mix of great, good, 

bad and some ugly businesses. 

 

Interestingly, when Steve Jobs recently passed away, Apple’s stock barely budged, as it had 

already priced in anticipation of his eventual departure. Likewise, we would not expect any 

significant decline in Berkshire stock upon Buffett’s passing (barring a bear market). In 

reality, the “Buffett premium” has been eroded from this stock over the past few years.  

 
OUTLOOK 2012 
 

The dangers of continued low interest rates is 
that investors forget risk and start to price 
“weeds as flowers”. 
      Unknown 

 

It is impossible to predict when the tide will change and interest rates will start to rise again. 

Long government bonds are the most likely to switch direction with very little notice. 

 (For the record, 10-year U.S. bond yields have fallen from over 15% in 1981 to 2% today) 

 

Barring nuclear war or an unforeseen shock, history has been very kind to stock market 

returns in the year following a bear market and negative returns. Simply stated, 2012 should 

easily beat the 5 year GIC rate. The continued high degree of investor pessimism and “ok” 

valuations make us comfortable with this outlook. In short, without a boom in 2011, it’s 

harder to have a bust in 2012. 
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While the oil/gas and gold sectors may impede the TSX performance in 2012 (high single 

digits), we would not be surprised to see the more broadly diversified S&P 500 up 10% - 

20% for the year. 

 

Finally, we feel the seeds of America’s long-term come-back are now quietly being planted! 

 

Here is a short list of the brewing positives: 

1) End of Iraq war. 

2) Soon-to-end Afghanistan war. 

3) Emergence of Domestic Energy Surplus: 

a) Reduced American energy consumption since 2005 peak. 

b) Transformative changes due to huge new shale oil and gas discoveries. 
 This has become a “game changer” for U.S. energy independence. 

c) New Iraqi oil production potential.  Canadian/Venezuelan oil sands potential. 

4) Slower economic growth in China leading to less robust commodity pricing.  

5) Deficit reduction potential through the vast under-taxed American system. 

 

What worries me over the medium term? An over leveraged Quebec! More specifically: 

Quebec’s $7 dollar a day universal day care (cost closer to $45), the provincial prescription 

drug plan, and an aging population creating unsustainable healthcare expenditures. 

Quebec’s debt, as measured by the OECD standard method, stands at a shocking 94 per cent 

of GDP. Among developed countries only four jurisdictions have higher figures: Greece, 

Iceland, Japan, and Italy. 
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Ultimately, the consequences of living beyond our means will catch up with us!  

Perhaps it’s time to start watching the price of Credit Default Swaps on Quebec government 

debt (CDS’s are the canary in the coal mine). I am sure the Goldman Sachs’ derivative desk 

has or is already working on a Quebec CDS hedge! 

 

 

Respectfully yours, ** 

 
Benjamin D. Horwood 

Portfolio Manager 
March 22nd, 2012 

 

 

 

We do appreciate your referrals of qualified new fund investors. Don’t hesitate to call 

us for a personal review of your investment portfolios.  Call today: (514) 398-0808. 

 

 

 

P.S. Do visit us at our web site: www.valuecontrarian.com 

∗∗We’re often asked: “When is the best time to invest in the Value Contrarian Fund?” Although there is no 
best time, since it is impossible to time the market, a preferable entry point is when the fund has produced a 
month of negative returns or a year of underperformance (i.e., 2011, 2008, or 2002). Unfortunately, human 
nature prefers the exact opposite.  

http://www.valuecontrarian.com/
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Year-End Management Note 

 

  It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes 
   to lose it. If you think about that you will do things differently. 
 
         Warren Buffett 

 

As we have always stated in the past, we cannot promise any particular results, only that 

investments for your fund will be selected based on value, not popularity. We view our 

fund shareholders as our partners, and we assure you that the protection and growth of your 

capital will continue to be paramount in our thinking. 

 

We aim not to be the biggest, but to ensure consistent performance, even if that means 

limiting the Fund’s size or closing it in the future. We want to enjoy coming to work every 

day. We view the Value Contrarian Fund more as a private partnership, where “membership 

has its privileges”. 

 

Being the second largest shareholder and the manager of your Fund is certainly no guarantee 

of superior long-term results. But I do hope your comfort level is enhanced by having my 

financial interests aligned with yours.  Simply stated, your returns are my returns. 

 

We also appreciate the wise counsel and professionalism from our Deloitte & Touche audit 

professionals – Dominic Deli Colli, Anne-Marie Dehaut, and Irina Nicolau. 

 

Finally, we would like to thank our shareholders for the trust you have placed in us during 

the past year.  


